We show that the occurrence and homology score (1) of promoter-sites in DNA depends upon the base composition of the DNA. We used simple probability theory to calculate the mean homology score expected for all promoter-sites that had a specific match in the canonical hexamers.
INTRODUCTION
With the advent of rapid methods for sequencing DNA, a major goal that has arisen is the identification of control sequences, such as operators, activator binding sites and promoters, within a DNA sequence. We are especially interested in locating promoters in DNA sequences. For simplicity, we will refer to the group of six highly conserved base pairs in these regions as the -10 hexamer (TATAAT) or the -35 hexamer (TTGACA). The distance between the two hexamers varies between 15 and 21 base pairs, with an optimal spacing of 17 base 'The PROMSEARCH program will be provided upon receipt of a self-addressed mailing label and a blank diskette.
The promoters of
In this work, we have extended our previous methods to determine such an objective cutoff score.
We base our approach on the observation that the distribution of possible promoters and their homology scores in any DNA sequence, which are found by a computer algorithm such as ours, is related to the base composition of the DNA. As a result, we have established criteria, which can be used to assign a relative significance to every promoter-site, and which are consistent for all sequences since they depend only on base composition. A similar approach has been used recently to assess fortuitous similarities when comparing two DNA sequences (9, 10) .
TERMINOLOGY
In order to avoid confusion, we reserve the term "promoter" for those sites that have been characterized by biochemical and genetic criteria. We will use the term "promoter-site"
or simply "site" to designate a DNA sequence that has a good degree of homology to the promoter consensus but that has not yet been proven to function as a promoter by biochemical and genetic criteria. In addition to the term promoter-site, we define the following terms. In searching for the consensus hexamer sequences, we will use the terms specific match and minimum match. A specific match refers to a match of r positions, and only r positions, out of six in the hexamer. A minimum match refers to a match of r positions and all matches better than r positions out of six in the hexamer. The stringency of a match descibes the value of r that is used. A match of five out of six is more stringent than a match of four out of six and so on. A promoter-site may also be described in terms of the specific and minimum matches of its component hexamers, though now the number of specific matches that make up a minimum match is greater.
THEORY
In searching for promoter-sites, our computer algorithm first locates the positions of all -35 and -10 heiamers of a user-specified minimum match to the consensus hexamer. Following the genera] approach of von Hippel (11), the probability of finding a hexamer with a specific match r out of six is given by: k where p^ is the probability of finding each of the k combinations that are possible for the specific match, r. We sum k terms because the probability for each combination will depend independently on the base composition. When searching a DNA sequence for hexamers, however, our algorithm will not report sequences of a specific match, but rather, all sequences of a minimum match. Once the required match is found, the algorithm stops looking at that location; it advances to the next location and recommences the search. The theoretical probability of finding a hexamer of a given minimum match is given by
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where p. + ., is the probability of finding the hexamer at a specific match (r + /) out of six where r is the minimum match required.
If now we let p r be the probability of finding a -35 hexamer at a specific match r and q be the probability of finding a -10 hexamer at a specific match, s. then the probability of finding a promoter-site with this combination of matches is given by:
Again, since the computer will report all promoter-sites of at least a match r and s in the two hexamers, the total probability is given by:
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This probability is independent of the spacer length in the promoter-site. Since our algorithm allows seven spacer-lengths, the observed number of promoter-sites will be seven times that predicted by equation [4] . Since all seven allowed spacer-lengths are equally probable, the mean spacer weight is simply the sum of all possible spacer weights divided by seven. For any specific match, the mean promoter-site weight is the sum of weights for the extended regions with the mean heiamer weights and the mean spacer weight. For any minimum match, the mean promoter-site weight is easily obtained from the mean promoter-site weight of the component specific matches and their probablities. Finally, the mean promoter-site weight is converted into a mean hotnology score.
METHODS
The mean promoter-site weight is used to set the cutoff point for the homology scores that will be reported. 
RESULTS
The dependence of hexamer and promoter probability on base composition is shown in coli operon sequences, all of which were longer than 1500 base pairs. We can ask two questions in searching these sequences for promoter-sites. Where are the high-scoring sites7
And, are these sites significant or could they be due simply to a favorable base composition and hence count as false positives? The answer to the first question is found in a straightforward search of the DNA sequence (discussed below). The distribution of pTomoter-sites in the lac operon is shown in Fig. 4b . In contrast to the fd sequence there appears to be a dearth of promoters in the operon. Again, however, this distribution is just what is expected from the lower AT content of the lac operon (47% AT). The usefulness of setting the significance levels for each coding region can be seen by comparing the Y gene levels with those for the Z gene.
We have analyzed the DNA sequence of bacteriophage X for possible promoter-sites. The See the legend to Table 1 A second explanation for extra promoter-sites is that they may function as promoters but that any RNA that is transcribed may be efficiently terminated through the action of the termination factor p and be degraded without having any significant function. Molecules of RNA polymerase involved in the synthesis of such RNA would behave as if they were bound to nonspecific sites. There is no data about the amount of transcription from nonspecific DNA in vivo at present.
The third explanation for the detection of extra promoteT-sites in DNA may simply be due to deficiencies in homology score evaluation. For example, the weighting scheme used by Staden (6), gave virtually the same correlation as we have reported earlier (1) suggesting that it is the lack of experimental evidence that is limiting at present. If so, then we expect that future experimental evidence will provide better weights for the evaluation procedure corresponding to the contributions of DNA sequence to promoter function. When the new weighting schemes are formulated, the same theory, random sequence tests and search algorithms that we have used here can be used to evaluate these new models.
C Promoters created by DNA rearrangements. The number of mutations that result in the creation of new promoters, whether internal or otherwise is rather smalL Hawley and
McClure (4) documented only four such examples (\cin, bioP9&. /acP115. Xcl7). The average homology score of these sites before mutation was 49.5; the single base pair changes increased the average score to 60.8. The probability of any site being mutated by a single base pair change into a site that is stronger by 10 homology score points is very small and can be . We suggest that, based on current evidence, promotersites that do not obey this rule be excluded from consideration as likely promoters. We conclude that promoters contain contributions from both the -35 and the -10 regions and that both regions are required for function. The evidence at present strongly suggests that a -35 region or a -10 region alone is insufficient for promoter activity.
Although we have combined this analysis to extend our earlier progTam, the significance levels of any promoteT-site of particular interest may be determined manually using the data of Figure 1 From the mean homology score, the significance levels are easily calculated, and any site can be classified. The method for calculating significance levels manually is as follows.
First, the base composition must be defined. Either the base composition of the sequence being searched or a defined base composition can be used (e.g. 50% A+T for E. coll). Then, using the data of Figure 2 , and for a particular minimum match, the mean homology score can be computed. This score must be convened back to a weight (multiply by 1.69 and add 163).
The square root of this weight is the standard deviation and this value is converted into an homology score (divide by 1.69). Cutoff values and significance levels can then be set by reference to tables for the normal distribution or as desired. The values that we have used are listed in Methods.
Our method of locating and evaluating promoter-sites is suitable, in principle for any target sequence in DNA, especially those in which partial homologies can have significant functional importance. The analysis of promoter-sites is assisted greatly by two independent correlates of DNA sequence with function: i) based on mutational evidence, the consensus sequence is likely to represent maximal function (4) ; ii) in vitro selectivity correlates with DNA sequence (1) . The calculation of a meaningful homology score relies on both of these important conclusions. The information available for most other DNA sites (eg. operators) is currently insufficient to allow comparable analysis.
